WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU DONATE PLASMA:

1. Donor **CHECKS IN** at reception and **PRESENTS GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID** with proof of current address.

2. The donor then takes a few minutes to fill out a **NEW DONOR HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE**.

3. Donor receives health screening, initial blood screening, and is checked against the National Donor Deferral Registry.

4. Plasma is donated through **PLASMAPHERESIS**. During this process, whole blood is removed, plasma is collected and remaining blood components are returned to the donor.

5. Each plasma donation receives a **UNIQUE ID FOR TRACEABILITY** throughout the process.

6. A new donor must return to the center to donate plasma again within 6 months before either donation can be used to **PRODUCE A LIFE SAVING THERAPY**. The donor **MUST ALSO PASS MEDICAL SCREENINGS AND TESTING FOR VIRUSES TRANSMITTED BY BLOOD** on two different occasions to become a qualified donor. This helps ensure plasma is collected from healthy and committed donors.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND WAYS TO DONATE, VISIT: WO.DONATINGPLASMA.ORG OR CONTACT 202-789-3100.